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Offering the first full-scale analysis of the filibustering movement, Robert May relates the often-tragic stories of illegal expeditions into Cuba, Mexico, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and other Latin American countries
and details surprising numbers of aborted plots, as well. May investigates why thousands of men joined filibustering expeditions, how they were financed, and why the U.S. government had little success in
curtailing them. Surveying antebellum popular media, he shows how the filibustering phenomenon infiltrated the American psyche in newspapers, theater, music, advertising, and literature. Condemned
abroad as pirates, frequently in language strikingly similar to modern American denunciations of foreign terrorists, the filibusters were often celebrated at home as heroes who epitomized the spirit of Manifest
Destiny--Publisher's Website.
Reissuing works originally published between 1952 and 1999, this set provides a wide spread of scholarship on issues surrounding food provision throughout the world. The earlier books look at import and
export changes during times when previous trade routes and options changed while later ones mostly consider food assistance policies, poverty and famine, and welfare. These books cover third world
studies, economics, anthropology, politics, environment, agriculture and population studies as well as food and nutrition.
Provides a comprehensive review of key test topics, test-taking strategies, and two full-length practice tests with detailed answers explanations.
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the newest edition of this title, Princeton Review AP U.S. History Premium Prep, 2021 (ISBN: 9780525569688, on-sale August
2020). Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include access to online tests or materials included with the
original product.
Contains 150 articles that provide information about significant topics in American political history, including ideas, philosophies, movements, economics, religion, and more.
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the newest edition of this title, Princeton Review AP U.S. History Prep, 2021 (ISBN: 9780525569695, on-sale August 2020).
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include access to online tests or materials included with the original
product.
The role that precedent plays in constitutional decision making is a perennially divisive subject among scholars of law and American politics. The debate rages over both empirical and normative aspects of
the issue: To what extent are the Supreme Court, Congress, and the executive branch constrained by precedent? To what extent should they be? Taking up a topic long overdue for comprehensive treatment,
Michael Gerhardt connects the vast social science data and legal scholarship to provide the most wide-ranging assessment of precedent in several decades. Updated to reflect recent legal cases, The Power
of Precedent clearly outlines the major issues in the continuing debates on the significance of precedent and evenly considers all sides. For the Supreme Court, precedents take many forms, including not
only the Court's past opinions, but also norms, historical practices, and traditions that the justices have deliberately chosen to follow. In these forms, precedent exerts more force than is commonly
acknowledged. This force is encapsulated in the implementation and recognition of what Gerhardt calls the "golden rule of precedent," a major dynamic in constitutional law. The rule calls upon justices and
other public authorities to recognize that since they expect others to respect their own precedents, they must provide the same respect to others' precedents. Gerhardt's extensive exploration of precedent
leads him to formulate a more expansive definition of it, one that encompasses not only the prior constitutional decisions of courts but also the constitutional judgments of other public authorities. Gerhardt
concludes his study by looking at what the future holds for the concept, as he examines the decisions and attitudes toward precedent exhibited by the shift from the Rehnquist to the Roberts Court.
Authoritative and incisive, Gerhardt presents an in-depth look at this central yet understudied phenomenon at the core of all constitutional conflicts and one of undeniable importance to American law and
politics. Ultimately, The Power of Precedent vividly illustrates how constitutional law is made and evolves both in and outside of the courts.
AP U.S. History Premium Prep, 2021, previously titled Cracking the AP U.S. History Exam, Premium Edition, provides students with an in-depth review of key terms and concepts organized by time period,
including the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the creation of government and early democracy, the Civil War and Reconstruction, the Machine Age, the early twentieth century, post-World War
America, and more. It also includes winning strategies to help students crack the multiple-choice section and detailed coverage of both essay types-DBQ (document-based question) and free-response. This
Premium edition includes 6 total full-length practice tests (4 in the book and 2 online), including one brand-new exam created for this edition
The brief period from 1829 to 1849 was one of the most important in American history. During just two decades, the American government was strengthened, the political system consolidated, and the
economy diversified. All the while literature and the arts, the press and philanthropy, urbanization, and religious revivalism sparked other changes. The belief in Manifest Destiny simultaneously caused
expansion across the continent and the wretched treatment of the Native Americans, while arguments over slavery slowly tore a rift in the country as sectional divisions grew and a national crisis became
almost inevitable.
A private intelligence organization creates a device known as the Chronosphere which allows them to cross the boundaries of time and space. Aided by a young woman capable of seeing into the past, they
use the information she provides to send a retrieval team through the Chronosphere in hopes of locating new recruits. While the team is out on its first mission, the facility falls under attack. The retrieval team
manages to get their latest acquisitions to safety, but is captured in the process. The new recruits become acclimated to modern day life on Earth and are provided with extensive military and intelligence
training. When a key member of the organization is killed and valuable information is stolen, the recruits stop asking questions and start seeking answers. Their quest takes them from the jungles of Peru to
the streets of Chicago. The deeper they dig and the more they learn about those involved, the more disturbing the puzzle becomes. As Armageddon looms, villains will rise, cities will fall, and relationships will
be tested.
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of the Jacksonian Era and Manifest Destiny contains a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 200
cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture.
From the Lake of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains, only a line separates Canada from the United States—the mute evidence of each nation's manifest destiny. As a boundary, the 49th parallel is entirely
manmade and will never really divide the Northern Great Plains, for it is a region at once geographically and historically united. Certainly from 1821 to 1869-70, the years limiting this study, a unity was most
evident; the history of the British Northwest was inextricably bound up with that of the American Northwest. Professor Gluek gives here a detailed and engrossing account of the complex relationship that
developed between St. Paul and the Red River Settlement from 1821 to 1870. During this time, despite attempts by the Hudson's Bay Company to discourage free trade, the Red River Valley became the
bridge upon which a broad economy was built. The economic bond was strengthened by the 1850's when Minnesota's transportation system to the outside world became so efficient that even the Company
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began to use it. Minnesotan dreams of engrossing all the commerce of the Northwest, and perhaps gaining Manitoba by default, were frustrated by the failure to renew the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 and
Canada's efforts to obtain Rupert's Land. Minnesota became militantly expansionist, but, despite her pleas in the late 1850's and 1860's for active United States intervention, little was really done. With
distinctly superior diplomatic skills, Canada's first Prime Minister, Sir John A. Macdonald, bested his American adversaries, won the Northwest for his young country, and assured it of transcontinental
greatness. All of those who are interested in Canadian and American history—both the professional historian and everyone who is fascinated by the romance of the West—will enjoy this lively, well-written
record of the people and the events of an important period in Canadian-American relations.
Following Zebulon Pike’s expeditions in the early nineteenth century, U.S. expansionists focused their gaze on the Southwest. Explorers, traders, settlers, boundary adjudicators, railway surveyors, and the
U.S. Army crossed into and through New Mexico, transforming it into a battleground for competing influences determined to control the region. Previous histories have treated the Santa Fe trade, the
American occupation under Colonel Stephen W. Kearny, the antebellum Indian Wars, debates over slavery, the Pacific Railway, and the Confederate invasion during the Civil War as separate events in New
Mexico. In Coast-to-Coast Empire, William S. Kiser demonstrates instead that these developments were interconnected parts of a process by which the United States effected the political, economic, and
ideological transformation of the region. New Mexico was an early proving ground for Manifest Destiny, the belief that U.S. possession of the entire North American continent was inevitable. Kiser shows that
the federal government’s military commitment to the territory stemmed from its importance to U.S. expansion. Americans wanted California, but in order to retain possession of it and realize its full economic
and geopolitical potential, they needed New Mexico as a connecting thoroughfare in their nation-building project. The use of armed force to realize this claim fundamentally altered New Mexico and the
Southwest. Soldiers marched into the territory at the onset of the Mexican-American War and occupied it continuously through the 1890s, leaving an indelible imprint on the region’s social, cultural, political,
judicial, and economic systems. By focusing on the activities of a standing army in a civilian setting, Kiser reshapes the history of the Southwest, underlining the role of the military not just in obtaining territory
but in retaining it.
PREP FOR A PERFECT 5 WITH THE BESTSELLING AP U.S. HISTORY BOOK ON THE MARKET! Ace the 2022 AP U.S. History Exam with this Premium version of The Princeton Review's comprehensive
study guide. Includes 6 full-length practice exams, thorough content reviews, targeted test strategies, and access to online extras. Techniques That Actually Work. - Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid
traps and beat the test - Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically - Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. - Fully aligned with
the latest College Board standards for AP(R) U.S. History - Detailed coverage of the short-answer and source-based multiple-choice questions - In-depth guidance on both the document-based and the long
essay questions - Access to study plans, a handy list of key terms and concepts, helpful pre-college information, and more via your online Student Tools Premium Practice for AP Excellence. - 6 full-length
practice tests (4 in the book, 2 online) with complete answer explanations - End-of-chapter review questions to test your retention of the material - Pacing drills to help you maximize points
During the 19th century, nearly 100 symphonies were written by over 50 composers living in the United States. With few exceptions, this repertoire is virtually forgotten today. In 'Orchestrating the Nation',
author Douglas W. Shadle explores the stylistic diversity of this substantial repertoire and uncovers why it failed to enter the musical mainstream.
THE PRINCETON REVIEW GETS RESULTS. Get the help you need to ace the test and earn your GED credential with 2 full-length practice tests, content reviews that are 100% aligned with GED test
objectives, and extra practice online. Techniques That Actually Work. • Essential strategies to help you work smarter, not harder • Customizable study "road maps" to help you create a clear plan of attack •
Expert tactics to help improve your writing for the Extended Response prompts Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. • Complete coverage of Reasoning Through Language Arts,
Mathematical Reasoning, Science, and Social Studies • Guided lessons with sample questions for all tested topics • Clear instruction on the computer-based question formats Practice Your Way to
Excellence. • 2 full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations • Practice drills for all four test subjects • Over 350 additional multiple-choice questions online, organized by subject • 20% discount
on the GED Ready: The Official Practice Test Plus! Bonus Online Features: • Multiple-choice practice questions in all 4 test subjects • Tutorials to help boost your graphics and reading comprehension skills •
Insider tips from admissions counselors on the GED test and college success • Custom printable answer sheets for the in-book practice tests Proud Participant in the GED® Publisher Program! This new
program recognizes content from publishers whose materials meet 100% of GED test objectives at a subject level. Acceptance into the program means that you can be sure that Cracking the GED Test
covers content you’ll actually see on the exam.

In the 23rd century, out of all the races of the galaxy, only humanity has discovered the secret of travel between the stars. When a threat to all life arises from non-living cyborgs, suddenly the
peculiar human virtues of valor and stubbornness make the despised Earthlings the saviors of all.
Detailed advice for receiving better scores on the U.S. History Exam. Includes two full-length practice tests with helpful tips to write better essays for the test.
In the first full history of 19th-century American filibusters, illegal invasions of foreign countries with whom the US was formally at peace, May explores what drew thousands of men to join
these mercenary expeditions and considers the relationship between filibustering and broader issues of American imperialism.
Primary Sources help teachers integrate authentic resources into the classroom. Primary sources capture students' curiosity about the past, so they naturally begin to use critical thinking to
analyze historical events. This kit uses original documents and photographs to help students step into the world of American diplomatic relations. From the Monroe Doctrine and Washington's
Farewell address to modern-day environmental policies, students will examine the decisions and strategies that changed the course of history and shaped today's world. United States Foreign
Policy kit includes: Eight Photograph Cards including Aerial Photograph of Cuban Missile Sites; NAFTA Signing; Demonstrators at the Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen; and more;
Eight Primary Sources including Front Page of the New York Times Announcing the Atomic Bomb Drop on Hiroshima; George Washington's Farewell Address; United States Collective
Defense Arrangements Map, 1967; and more; Teacher's Guide including lesson plans, student activities, and document-based assessments; and Digital resources including student
reproducibles and additional primary sources.
The heritage of East Texas partakes in the same degree of unexpected turns and hidden depths as its backroads and bayous. One line of inquiry meanders into another. Start out searching
for La Salle's grave and end up chasing Spanish gold in Upshur County. From Sam Houston's Bible to the Longview nightclub that hosted both Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley, one tale
follows another and introduces a cast of characters that includes Candace and Peter Ellis Bean, Old Rip, Jack Lummus and Vernon Wayne Howell. Part the Pine Curtain with Tex Midkiff for a
history as heated as the La Grange Chicken Ranch's parlor and irresistible as a batch of Golden sweet potatoes.
Getting ready to tackle the AP U.S. History exam? AP U.S. History For Dummies is a practical, step-by-step guide that will help you perfect the skills and review the knowledge you need to
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achieve your best possible score! Discover how to identify what the questions are really asking and find out how to combine your history knowledge with context clues to craft thoughtful
essays. Try your hand at two true-to-life AP exams, complete with detailed answer explanations and scoring guides. You’ll find out how to put together a game plan, develop a study strategy,
decode the Political – Economic – Social (PES) answer secret, and understand exactly what’s going to be on the stress. This easy-to-understand guide reviews all periods of U.S. history, from
the country’s earliest inhabitants to the present day. Ease your mind on stress day and feel completely prepared by completing the two practice exams with answers and explanations. Find
out how to: Prepare a study plan for the time leading up to the exam Decode your score and learn how to get the best score Put your knowledge to work Approach the different types of
questions: multiple choice, document-based, and essay questions Navigate all exam topics, from the Native Americans to the present day Analyze and connect political, economic, and social
themes Recognize trick words Complete with lists of ten monster event topics AP wants you to know, ten unstoppable cultural trends, and ten key court decisions, AP U.S. History For
Dummies will help you ace this test!
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5! Ace the AP U.S. History Exam with this comprehensive study guide—including 2 full-length practice tests with answer
explanations, content reviews for every test topic, strategies for every question type, and access to online extras via our AP Connect portal. This eBook edition has been optimized for onscreen learning with cross-linked questions, answers, and explanations. Written by the experts at The Princeton Review, Cracking the AP U.S. History Exam arms you to take on the test and
achieve your highest possible score. Techniques That Actually Work. • Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically •
Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. • Detailed coverage of the short-answer questions and source-based
multiple-choice questions • In-depth guidance on the document-based and long essay questions • Up-to-date information on the 2018 exam • Access to AP Connect, our online portal for
helpful pre-college information and exam updates Practice Your Way to Excellence. • 2 full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations • End-of-chapter review questions to test
your retention of the material • Pacing drills to help you maximize your points
Originally published in 1987. This important and provocative book explains the persistence of hunger, poverty, and the lack of balanced development in many countries and the central role of
agriculture in economic development. Most theories of agricultural development are based on the experiences of western Europe and the United States while the two models for successful
"late development" have been Japan and the Soviet Union. This book surveys the evolution of agriculture under colonialism in Latin America, Africa, and Asia and concludes that this long
period distorted the development prospects for these areas and retarded the production of food. Under strong state capitalist governments, a few underdeveloped countries have broken the
colonial patterns of development. However, other post-revolutionary societies are having far less success because of economic blockades and outside military intervention. While the primary
focus of the book is on the short-run problems of inequality, the author examines the long-run ecological and resource constraints to a sustainable food system and raising the standard of
living in the underdeveloped world.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5—Ace the 2022 AP U.S. History Exam with this comprehensive study guide from The Princeton Review. It includes 3 full-length practice tests,
thorough content reviews, targeted strategies for every section, and access to online extras. Techniques That Actually Work. • Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for
pacing yourself and guessing logically • Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. • Fully aligned with the latest College Board
standards for AP® U.S. History • Detailed coverage of the short-answer and source-based multiple-choice questions • In-depth guidance on the document-based and long essay questions • Access to study
plans, a handy list of key terms and concepts, helpful pre-college information, and more via your online Student Tools Premium Practice for AP Excellence. • 3 full-length practice tests in the book with
complete answer explanations • End-of-chapter review questions to test your retention of the material • Pacing drills to help you maximize points
In the second novel involving the Virginia Militia featured in James E. Eubanks's A Southern Wind, Virginia billionaire and militia leader Claiborne Randolph is a highly powerful personal advisor to the U.S.
president, and former government intelligence agent James Benton Stark is now a U.S. senator. This time, they're fighting a hideous virus infecting the people of the United States: illegal drugs.The
presidential administration sends Lieutenant General John Hanberry and his forces to destroy the drug infrastructure of Colombia and confront China's growing influence in the old Canal Zone and Latin
America. Hanberry's army is determined to end the perpetual cycle of human destruction caused by that insidious commerce-and they succeed.Emboldened by success in Colombia and Panama, the
government, now led by President Randolph and Senator Stark, begins a new era of an American Democratic Empire based on the U.S. Constitution and the principles of freedom written by the Founding
Fathers. But a bigger problem hides in the desert sands of Iran, one that won't be nearly as easy as their victories in Latin America and may just signal the end of the Virginia Militia
Utilizing memoirs, diaries, biographies, newspapers, and vast amounts of both foreign and domestic correspondence, Frank Lawrence Owsley, Jr., and Gene A. Smith reveal an insider's view of the filibusters
and expansionists, the colorful - if not sometimes nefarious - characters on the front line of the United States's land grab.
"For the sake of the world, we question. For the sake of the gospel, we examine. For the sake of the dignity of the image-bearers we serve--as well as ourselves--we inquire." The evolution that has taken
place in the world of mission over the last twenty-five years has left many Christians asking brutally honest questions about what we do and why we do it. Are we doing more damage than good? What does it
look like to truly love and serve the marginalized in an authentic and effective way? What, actually, is the gospel and is it truly good news? In this groundbreaking book, Ryan Kuja vividly examines the world
of Christian mission as few have seen it. With a beautiful balance of storytelling and theological reflection birthed from his own painful and powerful experiences on and off the field--from rural villages in South
Sudan to major cities across Asia, Africa, and Latin America--Ryan guides us into global mission's past and present, revealing where the light and hope lie, helping recover a missional future that will usher us
into a new era. This is mission reimagined for a world recreated . . . from the inside out.
Many times we wander aimlessly through life trying to find the answer to a question that has plagued every Christian at one time or another; what is my destiny and how do I achieve it? We continue to find
ourselves at the same old crossroads asking the same old questions--where do I go from here? Lord what would you have me to do? Lord, what is ministry? You know the questions I'm referring to. After
awhile, we get so frustrated that we begin to seek counsel from our friends, relatives, co-workers, or pastors. We'll ask anyone that we feel can give us the answer we need, praying that someone, any one
would shed some light on that ever darkening, bleak subject called "DESTINY".
Behind their fortified walls, the Corps of Discovery turns against each other...as the American Dream goes mad.
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Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the newest edition of this title, The Princeton Review AP U.S. History Prep, 2022 (ISBN: 9780525570783, on-sale August 2021).
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include access to online tests or materials included with the original
product.
Original documents, time lines and letters present the facts about the battles, heroes and causes surrounding the fight for Texas independence. A host of fun and challenging activities reinforce key terms,
provide context and explore contemporary relevance.

Finally! A book that offers a plan that can resolve our country's mind-boggling domestic problems and settle the troublesome international issues'including the war on terror'which
threaten to erupt into global conflict. The "New Manifest Destiny" is a fresh, insightful look at the big problems that endanger the security of every nation in the modern world. In
this account, Bill Washington uses the greatest axioms of the Bible to demonstrate the link between the abandonment of our traditional Christian values and the seemingly
intractable problems that we face in the early 21st Century. In particular, the teaching of the mentally destructive dogma of the theory of evolution is cited as a major cause for our
current downward spiral. The prophetic conclusion may come as a surprise to many, as The "New Manifest Destiny" it offers hope and encouragement to a world on the brink of
disaster.
Before this book first appeared in 1963, most historians wrote as if the continental expansion of the United States were inevitable. "What is most impressive," Henry Steele
Commager and Richard Morris declared in 1956, "is the ease, the simplicity, and seeming inevitability of the whole process." The notion of inevitability, however, is perhaps only
a secular variation on the theme of the expansionist editor John L. O'Sullivan, who in 1845 coined one of the most famous phrases in American history when he wrote of "our
manifest destiny to overspread the continent allotted by Providence for the free development of our yearly multiplying millions." Frederick Merk rejected inevitability in favor of a
more contingent interpretation of American expansionism in the 1840s. As his student Henry May later recalled, Merk "loved to get the facts straight." --From the Foreword by
John Mack Faragher
This is the classic story of the life and times of I. F. “Izzy” Stone. Robert Cottrell weaves together material from interviews, letters, archival materials, and government
documents, and Stone’s own writings to tell the tale of one of the most significant journalists, intellectuals, and political mavericks of the twentieth century. The story of I. F. Stone
is the tale of the American left over the course of his lifetime, of liberal and radical ideals which carried such weight throughout the twentieth century, and of journalism of the
politically committed variety. Now available in a handsome new Rutgers University Press Classic edition, it is an examination of the life and career of a gregarious yet frequently
grumpy loner who became his nation’s foremost radical commentator provides a window through which to examine American radicalism, left-wing journalism, and the evolution
of key strands of Western intellectual thought in the twentieth century.
Tense, complex and fast-moving, Manifest Destiny: Fire on the Water is the story of a desperate battle to save a nation. When a cataclysmic Middle East nuclear war deprives
the world of a third of its easily-accessible oil, prices pass $400 a barrel as a record-cold winter bears down on the Northern Hemisphere. US President Franklin Zimmer,
desperate to avoid civilian panic and economic collapse, orders the invasion of Canada to secure the rich Northern Alberta oil sands for America’s exclusive use. Expecting a
quick and easy victory over its northern neighbor’s thinly-stretched military, the United States and much of the rest of the world are surprised as tenacious and overmatched
Canadian air and naval forces—led by an aging submarine with a troubled past—take a toll on the invading US military. In Asia and Europe, countries choose sides, with the US
flexing its economic muscle and Canada calling in debts from a century of international peacekeeping and foreign aid. The fate of two nations hangs in the balance as the world
holds its breath.
As the size of the United States more than doubled during the first half of the nineteenth century, a powerful current of anxiety ran alongside the well-documented optimism about
national expansion. Heartless Immensity tells the story of how Americans made sense of their country’s constantly fluctuating borders and its annexation of vast new territories.
Anne Baker looks at a variety of sources, including letters, speeches, newspaper editorials, schoolbooks, as well as visual and literary works of art. These cultural artifacts
suggest that the country’s anxiety was fueled primarily by two concerns: fears about the size of the nation as a threat to democracy, and about the incorporation of nonwhite, nonProtestant regions. These fears had a consistent and influential presence until after the Civil War, functioning as vital catalysts for the explosion of literary creativity known as the
“American Renaissance,” including the work of Melville, Thoreau, and Fuller, among others. Building on extensive archival research as well as insights from cultural geographers
and theorists of nationhood, Heartless Immensity demonstrates that national expansion had a far more complicated, multifaceted impact on antebellum American culture than
has previously been recognized. Baker shows that Americans developed a variety of linguistic strategies for imagining the form of the United States and its position in relation to
other geopolitical entities. Comparisons to European empires, biblical allusions, body politic metaphors, and metaphors derived from science all reflected—and often attempted to
assuage—fears that the nation was becoming either monstrously large or else misshapen in ways that threatened cherished beliefs and national self-images. Heartless Immensity
argues that, in order to understand the nation’s shift from republic to empire and to understand American culture in a global context, it is first necessary to pay close attention to
the processes by which the physical entity known as the United States came into being. This impressively thorough study will make a valuable contribution to the fields of
American studies and literary studies. Anne Baker is Assistant Professor of English at North Carolina State University.
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